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Abstract: The advantages of using modular and offsite construction compared with the traditional construction methods are numerous due to its efficiency in delivering shorter schedules, lower cost, higher quality, and better safety. However, one of the biggest challenges facing the prefabrication industry today is the inherent difference between financing traditional construction and the upfront capital requirements for modular and offsite construction. Any solution for this problem should introduce better coordination among developers, banks, financial partners, lending institutions, manufacturers, and general contractors. Financing modular construction is challenging as banks are not familiar with the characteristics of this modern industry, and it is all about risk and return. Financing also helps in reducing risk for developers and allows them to undertake projects without having the upfront capital. However, few studies in literature focused on the financial modeling for modular and offsite construction. This paper is presenting a state-of-the-art literature review for current practices concerning financial modeling for modular and offsite construction. This review discusses current challenges for financing this industry, as well as the introduced initiatives by governments to facilitate financing of modular and offsite construction. Conclusions are presented regarding the current practices of funding the prefabrication industry. Furthermore, recommendations are drawn for encouraging the development of prefabricated housing, and its ability in solving the current shortage of housing in different parts of the world.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shortage of affordable housing for low-income renters is affecting every state and metropolitan area in America. The private market is not producing enough affordable new rental housing to these renters, because rents they can afford do not typically cover development and operating costs for rental housing [1], while public supporting subsidy is absent on this regard. Mayors of Philadelphia, New York and San Francisco confirmed that modular construction is a solution to the housing problem in their cities [2] due to its reported advantages. However, many studies investigated barriers of modular construction to increase its market share [3]-[8]. These barriers include 1) modular and offsite construction’s negative stigma; 2) lack of evidence for successful application of modular and offsite construction; 3) lack of unified building codes and operational standards for modular and offsite construction; 4) traditional procurement systems do not fit practices of modular and offsite construction; 5) conventional financing tools and cash flow structures does not enable the use of modular construction. Rahman [3], Smith and Rice [4] listed the difficulty in financing, as one of the main barriers to implement offsite construction, because it requires higher initial capital compared to traditional approach. The Canadian construction innovations report [5] highlighted, cash flow challenges for modular and offsite construction when using the traditional cash flow system and outlined the need to restructure project financing for publicly funded projects to enable the application of modular construction. Salama et al. [6]-[8] emphasized the need to generate financial models to fit the characteristics of modular construction and to hold conferences or symposiums for lenders to discuss the different nature of financing modular and offsite construction. The same studies also suggested to create special lending banks and changing policies for financing modular builders as well as convincing insurance companies to lower insurance rates for modular buildings. Furthermore, they also recommended universities to design cost management methods and lending programs that consider characteristics of modular construction. This paper presents a literature review for current practices in financing modular and offsite construction and discusses different initiatives that encourage financing modular builders.

II. CHALLENGES

A. Large upfront capital requirements

The production and procurement processes for modular construction require material and overhead costs to equal up to 60 percent of a module’s total cost. Hence, manufacturers ask for an upfront payment of around 50 percent at the ordering time to procure materials in short period of time to increase efficiency of manufacturing [9]. This large upfront capital requirements from manufacturers can affect bank reserves, so banks and institutional lenders would ask for any collateral to reserve some money on their equity to avoid scrutiny from regulators [10].
B. Perception of ownership
During manufacturing, modules are considered personal property of the manufacturer and it does not become real private property until delivery and assembly onsite [10]. Many banks do not release financing instalments until modules are installed onsite to ensure that their money is utilized in real property.

However, manufacturers want to get paid before delivery of modules to avoid the transfer of ownership status from personal to private property which can lead to legal complication to future payment disputes [11]. These differences in understanding for perception of ownership of modules complicate financing instalments and the whole financing structure.

C. The immature market
Modular construction developers who lack the experience in this industry, face uncertainty in scheduling and pricing which results in risks’ inconsistencies. Banks’ evaluations for their projects can change and financing costs would increase for developers [12]. Banks are also concerned regarding project completion if a manufacturer becomes bankrupt. Few American companies can manage high-rise modular projects, and lack of proven manufacturing would make banks request additional contingency funds to satisfy projects’ uncertainty [13]. Immature market affect pricing of manufacturers and it would make it unreliable.

D. Progress monitoring for manufacturing
Progress monitoring for manufacturing is hard for modules that can be manufactured simultaneously for multiple projects. Materials allocation is crucial for identifying a collateral to get financing from any bank. Securing financing for modular construction can be more difficult than traditional projects because banks would not prefer the increased risk associated with progress monitoring of manufactured modules [12].

E. Lack of support from authorities and financial sector
Lack of support from financial sector is a main challenge for offsite construction due to many reasons like the high profitability of lenders who finance traditional housing [14]. Many offsite manufacturers have to internally finance their projects until the end of manufacturing. Hence, only the most successful builders can manage large-scale projects with reasonable cost. Production of modules can begin six months before delivery of first module on site based on size of different projects, while procurement of materials should start 6-7 weeks before manufacturing [15]. This means modular manufacturer has to pay for materials and then pay for labor during manufacturing of modules while banks release construction financing after delivery of modules to construction site. Depending on project size, modular manufacturer may need $16-$20 million before receiving any financing from lenders [15]. Lack of political will from regulatory authorities to motivate lenders to change their policies is also questionable [14].

F. High lending rates
Lending rates for offsite construction are higher than its value for traditional construction because it is relatively a new concept and many banks lack the full understanding of it [16]. However, these rates will be changed by time after more research and development initiatives are undertaken, and higher scale of this market is achieved. For example, a two-year traditional construction project can make the developer pay half of the cost up front for the land and the other half is paid throughout the two years of construction. However, for modular construction project with a compressed project time of one year, the whole payment can be due upfront, while financing could be required for only one year instead of two years. If cost of capital is assumed to be 10 percent, then financing costs would be reduced by 5 percent of the total project cost [16].

G. Financial impact and considerations
The potential financial impact from utilizing modular and offsite construction should be investigated and compared to stick-built construction before project can start. Financial impact is different from a state and country to another and many factors should be studied to assess financial impact such as the high labor cost in some countries. Economic situation for housing market, debt situation, and developer capabilities also affect the financial impact which must be evaluated before taking a decision to utilize offsite construction [11].

H. Transportation and storage costs
Transportation and storage costs are essential for modular and off-site construction. However, lending banks may not consider them while providing construction financing [17]. Additional costs may also face developers such as renting trailers for transportation and wrapping prefabricated modules to protect them from weathering effects and possible damages. These costs are challenging if project site and manufacturing facility exist in different countries.

I. Payment certifications for publicly funded projects
If a modular or offsite construction project is publicly funded, then its schedule of values may not fit with a typical schedule of values developed by the American institute of architects (AIA), which determines monthly progress payments. Some publicly funded projects may not permit some payments certifications in a timely manner due to this challenging fact [18].

III. MODULAR AND OFFSITE CONSTRUCTION TEAM
For traditional, modular and offsite construction, clients are developers or building owners, who may be individuals, groups, or representatives for owners. They are motivating building projects by providing funding and determining the required delivery method, as well as construction method utilized, whether prefabricated or not, and the level of required prefabrication with the help of the design team [19]. Relationship between developer and project team for traditional construction is shown in Figure 1 where developer may have contracts with different designers and consultants (e.g., Architect, structural, and civil consultants),
and another contract with the general contractor who may hire different subcontractors. For modular and offsite construction, the developer may have a contract with the modular builder as shown in Figure 2 who can manage fabrication and may or may not hire a general contractor to establish building foundation and utilities onsite.

![Fig. 2. Modular construction team (Adapted from MBI report [11])](image)

**IV. FINANCIAL MODELING**

**A. Financial modeling from developer perspective**

Few studies investigated insights of financing offsite construction from developer perspective [11, 20]. Cameron and Carlo [11] conducted a quantitative analysis to assess the impact of utilizing modular construction. Two scenarios were used to measure equity internal rate of return (IRR) – which is the annualized return of investment in any period of time – in a comparison between modular and traditional construction. The first scenario is for a project comprising six buildings constructed as rent development, while the second is for the same project assuming it is constructed for sale. It was concluded that equity IRR increased when utilizing CLT compared to traditional construction from 35.1% to 47.5% for the first scenario, and from 25.75% to 27.60% for the second scenario. Difference between equity IRR of first and second scenarios is attributed to the earned rental income for part of the development. Difference between equity IRR of modular and traditional construction is attributed to flexible phasing of modular construction since for example, two buildings can be installed onsite to be ready for rental or sale while another building is being manufactured offsite. Shorter schedules of modular construction allow modular developers to reduce interest payments due to the shorter loan period and they can make additional cost savings due to shortened schedules that would reduce the general conditions cost and risk insurance. Cazemier [20] conducted a comparative financial analysis between a cross laminated timber (CLT) building that utilizes offsite construction technologies, and traditional concrete and steel building in Australia to study economic benefits of using CLT. Feasibility model variables such as sales revenue, land purchase price, construction cost, construction contingency, professional fees, and interest expenses were inputted into EstateMaster software to model their effects on key performance indicators such as development margin, development profit, Return on Equity (ROE) – which is the total amount of return receive on original investment –, and IRR. It was concluded that buildings constructed with CLT may result in less development margin, development profit, and ROE, however it will increase equity IRR due to the reduced investment timeline for offsite construction which is the same conclusion of Cameron and Carlo [11]. It was also outlined that any developer will choose between using CLT or traditional buildings based on their investment requirements whether they prefer a greater total amount of return for shareholders on their original investment by the increased ROE, or receive higher annual return of investment by the increase of equity IRR [20]. However, this study is based on using CLT in the Australian market, hence other types of offsite construction such as modular or hybrid construction in other markets like USA or UK might result in different values of ROE and IRR due to the different interest rates, land purchase price, and construction costs in both countries.

**B. Mortgage financing for consumers**

Manufactured housing percentage is nearly 6% of occupied housing and accounts for much smaller percentage of home loans in the U.S. [21]. Manufactured homes are commonly used in Western and Southern states as shown in Figure 3 [21], and two-thirds of manufactured homes are outside of metropolitan areas in the U.S. Residents of manufactured homes tend to be older and they have lower net worth and incomes compared to residents of traditional homes and they also pay higher loan interest rates than borrowers for traditional homes [21]. Loans for 68% of manufactured homes are considered “higher-priced mortgage loan” (HPML), which is a definition for loans considered to have high subprime. While only 3% of loans for traditional construction are considered HPMLs [20]. De Mendoza [22] presented a comparison between financial mechanisms for offsite construction in New Zealand and different countries such as USA, Japan, Australia, and Sweden. The main aim of this study is to introduce financial initiatives to encourage offsite construction since New Zealand lacks such financial initiatives where banks do not issue mortgages for manufactured housing.
Hence, consumers finance these buildings with chattel/personal loans which are much more expensive than a mortgage. The US consumers’ financing for manufactured homes is based on two types of loans [22]: 1) The chattel loan: which has lower costs at origination, requires more equity for principal payments and it results in higher interest rates and shorter maturities than mortgaging. 2) Manufactured house mortgage: which has lower interest rates than a chattel loan, but it would have higher interest rates than traditional construction mortgaging. It has better consumer protections, lower overall costs, and longer maturities. The seven steps for financing modular construction introduced by M&T bank are a good example for manufactured house mortgage [23]. These steps include the creation of a draw disbursement schedule comprising five draws which are disbursed as planned construction milestones are completed. These five draws for construction loan are disbursed for: 1) completion of foundation; 2) delivery of modules onsite; 3) completion of house set; 4) completion of interior /exterior button up and siding; 5) completion of construction. Then, construction loan rollovers to a permanent mortgage when construction is completed. Another innovative financing option is introduced by DIRTT solutions in USA and Canada to lease manufactured homes as leasing cars, where user pays for depreciation of the product during leasing period [19]. This financial model depends on responsibility of producers/providers for their prefabricated products to be maintained and updated for new lesee after leasing term is expired. While the lessee sets leasing terms with leasing agent as shown in Figure 4. Manufactured homes in Japan are financed using mortgages which are based on recourse loan contract system [22]. This system is less risky for banks than non-recourse loan system because if borrowers cannot pay for mortgage, they must give up any asset to pay for the loan outstanding, while USA is having a non-recourse loan system in some states, hence borrowers may default on mortgage payments and retain their other assets. In Australia, banks are conservative in financing manufactured homes [24] because they do not link financing payments to intermediate production stages. Hence, some builders have created other alternatives to ease financing their prefabricated homes. For example, Modscape provides a solution for financing privately the construction, then loan is transferred to consumers using their own bank when project is completed [21]. Other companies established connections with lenders within their group of companies (e.g., TR Homes and Resolve Finance) [22].

V. RECENT ADVANCEMENTS

The status of three companies named ZETA factory, Factory OS, and Katerra who worked around the bay area in California illustrate recent developments of modular and offsite construction in USA. The bay area can benefit from offsite and modular construction due to homelessness issues and high prices of real estates in its cities like San Francisco. ZETA factory in Sacramento went out of business in 2016 due to lack of capital after working for 8 years in the market due to issues with ZETA’s procurement and ability to deliver projects on schedule [15]. Procurement of materials requires a large upfront capital investment before manufacturing to deliver modules on time. This is challenging for manufacturers, developers and financial partners because each stakeholder has different motivations and constraints. ZETA factory accepted most of its payments after modules are delivered and installed onsite according to the schedule and process of traditional construction. Insufficient capital of ZETA factory led to inability to pay their suppliers in a timely manner and inability to hire personnel for pre-construction activities of the next job. Another developer outlined that many lenders of ZETA factory refused to finance their project, and the lender who agreed at the end needed extensive negotiations and many exceptions to standard bank policies [9]. Hence, the main reasons behind bankruptcy of ZETA factory are the challenges of cash flow management and lack of timely capital [9]. Factory OS and Katerra present a new model of integrated start-ups that develops, designs and builds panelized and modular construction in North America. Both start-ups learned from bankruptcy of ZETA factory and they introduced a new trend in which developers own offsite construction as a result of the recent changes in the market of housing, and both start-ups are supported by venture capital investments from the IT industry in Silicon Valley to solve the homeless problem [2]. Factory OS in Vallejo, California started production in 2018 for a deal required by Google’s parent company, Alphabet, to construct 300 apartments with a total value between $25 million and $30 million [25]. Autodesk and Citi bank are also supporting factory floor learning centre at Factory OS which is dedicated to research and education for industrialized construction.
This centre is led by Terner centre for housing innovation at UC Berkeley to establish a plan for a new rapid response factory using the best automations to meet demand of quick housing after natural emergencies and disasters. Autodesk is providing software collaboration for design, fabrication and supply chain management, while Citi bank is supporting Factory OS using the initiative of spread products investment technologies (SPRINT) to finance community development projects and affordable housing [26]. Katerra was established in 2015 and built its first manufacturing facility in Phoenix, Arizona after receiving more than $1 billion from the Japanese SoftBank as its major investor, along with other investors such as Foxconn and DFJ, while executives from Amazon and Google joined Katerra’s leadership [27].

However, some issues regarding project cost overruns and delayed schedules were reported [27 & 28]. In 2019 Katerra shut down its first factory in Phoenix and laid off 200 workers while some executives were replaced. Then another highly automated manufacturing facility was built in Tracy, California as a second-generation factory for Katerra. The business models of Factory OS and Katerra as developers and builders follow the business models of Lindbacks in Sweden and Sekisui Heim in Japan who were managing market volatility using their business model for the past 4 decades [2]. Katerra utilized their equipment in Phoenix factory from Sweden’s Randek which is nearly identical to the ones used by Lindbacks in Sweden [2] while focusing more on fabrication of panelized construction and Factory OS was focused on volumetric modular construction. Australia’s Lend Lease Company is also following the same trend of integrated supply chain to develop, design, and build for multifamily midrise buildings using wood cross-laminated timber (CLT). However, its operations were under review to come up with a new sustainable business model [29].

VI. FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Banks are not usually risk-takers and lenders do not consider that offsite construction is affected by both real state and manufacturing risks. Repaying the capital investment of building a manufacturing facility and its ongoing operational expenses affects the business model for offsite construction industry and the expected rate of return. Range of investment cost is based on size of facility and implemented level of automation and it can be between $50 million and $100 million [16]. Cost impact on each project due to this investment can be between 5% and 15% of total offsite construction costs [16]. Partnerships and joint ventures are needed with municipalities, general contractors, and IT industry to validate this business model and to reduce any associated risks as well as increasing financing schemes for owners and developers of modular and offsite construction. In USA, Federal and state funding schemes are introduced to support collaboration between industry and universities to enhance construction productivity for modular and offsite construction [2]. The modular building institute (MBI) is developing a procurement guide for general contractors and modular builders by engaging members of the associated general contractors of America (AGC) to help project teams navigating through lending, bonding, insurance, permitting, and inspection for modular and offsite construction which are different from traditional construction [2]. MBI is also working with an organization named; the housing crisis solutions coalition (HCSC) which believes that federal affordable housing policies, such as low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC) are not efficient. HCSC believes that modular and offsite construction can develop affordable housing quickly to be occupied earlier by low-income renters to avoid the need for tax credits. However, some states can offer developers’ tax credits as the one presented by State of Virginia for innovative construction processes that develop housing inventory quickly. [1] A recent action plan was also suggested to the state of Minnesota by industry leaders from around the state to make 10% of multi-family residential developments use offsite construction in Minnesota by 2025 using five steps: 1) Starting multi-sector innovation cohorts to explore challenges and potential of using offsite construction. 2) Promoting learning opportunities to educate lenders, general contractors, and architects about benefits and characteristics of modular and offsite construction. 3) Enhancing local collaboration to fast-track pre-approvals for offsite construction projects. 4) Incentivizing pilot projects using public-private partnership (PPP) which utilize modular and offsite construction. 5) Attracting new modular builders and investors to Minnesota by an economic development campaign [32]. In Australia, the federal government is supporting the advanced manufacturing growth Centre - which is a non-profit advocacy group established in 2015- to issue grants for business development. This centre supports manufacturing companies to increase their capabilities, scope, and scale [2]. In the UK, The Housing Corporation, which is the non-departmental public organization that funds new affordable housing - started in 2004 to require that 25% of new social housing being funded by the organization should utilize offsite construction. However, the influence of governments on private sector was limited, and they did not provide direct incentives through building regulations or planning policies [30]. Hence, the housing, communities and local government committee presented a white paper to the parliament in 2017 that recognizes the importance of embracing offsite construction to meet UK’s plan for building 300,000 homes a year by the mid2020s [33]. The government response to this white paper was introduced in 2019 outlining many steps to address this issue including their support to financing offsite construction using £236m from the home building fund to support to projects that incorporate offsite construction [34]. As well as establishing an offsite construction working group to address barriers to financing and insurance of offsite construction.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a literature review for the challenges associated with financing modular and offsite construction, and the current trends in financial modelling from the developer perspective and in mortgage financing for
consumers. Recent advancements in financing modular and offsite construction were also introduced relevant to the new practices of partnering with unconventional financing sources such as venture capitals and IT companies, as well as the cash flow problems incurred by developers. The future opportunities in USA, UK, and Australia were also discussed to present different initiatives developed by organizations and governments to support the use of modular and offsite construction. It is concluded that a steady demand and support for modular and offsite construction projects could reduce any risks associated with the manufacturing and construction of this industry. Modular and offsite construction projects need to explore new sources of funding and need to develop new sustainable business and financial models.
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